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There’s More Online about Americans, 
citizenship, and governments.

Lesson 1
 Being an American 

Lesson 2
Becoming a Citizen

Lesson 3 
Duties and Responsibilities 
of American Citizens

Lesson 4
Forms of Government

  This hologram represents the diversity of 
the American people. It is located at the 
Ellis Island Immigration Museum in New 
York Harbor.

The Story 
Matters…
American citizens are a diverse group 

of people. On a stroll through New 

York City, for example, you might see 

a woman in traditional Indian 

clothing or a man wearing a kippah, 

or Jewish skullcap.  You might hear 

people speaking Chinese or Greek. 

You might taste a Syrian falafel or a 

Mexican tortilla. 

The 2010 U.S. Census says 12 percent 

of Americans are immigrants and 

11 percent have at least one immigrant 

parent. About 98 percent of us have a 

foreign-born ancestor. Many of them 

entered the United States through 

Ellis Island in New York City. This 

immigration station processed some 

12 million immigrants into the nation. 

Most became U.S. citizens.

 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS •  What are the characteristics that make up a culture? 
•  What is a citizen? •  Why do people create, structure, and change governments?

Americans, 
Citizenship, and 
Governments
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Real-Life Civics
     THEN  Americans of 
varied heritages do their duty 
as citizens by serving in the 
U.S. armed forces. But this 
has not always been easy for 
some Americans. The 1941 
Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor in Hawaii led President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt to force 
120,000 innocent American 
citizens of Japanese descent, 
including 60,000 children, into 
internment camps. Soldiers of 
Japanese descent were called 
“enemy aliens,” and had to 
leave their units. 

In 1942, the U.S. military 
allowed Nisei (second-
generation Japanese 
Americans) to serve in a 
separate battalion. More than 
2,300 Nisei from internment 
camps volunteered. Their 
442nd Regimental Combat 
Team became the most 
decorated unit in U.S. 
history. They fought in seven 
European campaigns. Despite 
the diffi  cult circumstances, 
the Nisei proved themselves 
to be loyal American citizens. 

Japanese-Americans served in  the 
442nd Regimental Combat Team 
during World War II.

46 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

CHAPTER 3   Americans, Citizenship, and 
Governments

 NGSSS covered in Real-Life Civics

 Students will understand the following benchmarks from the 

Florida Next Generation Sunshine State Standards.

S.S.7.C.2.2 Evaluate the obligations citizens have to obey 

laws, pay taxes, defend the nation, and serve on juries. 
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CIVIC 
LITERACY

Analyzing What diffi  culties have some citizens, such as Nisei or women, experienced 

in past decades while attempting to serve their country in the U.S. military?

Your Opinion Why do you think citizens choose to serve our country in the armed 

forces? Why is their choice important for the United States?

 These men and women of the U.S. armed forces 
stationed in Afghanistan prepare to go out on patrol.  

    NOW   For much of our nation’s history, most citizens who did their duty by 
serving in the U.S. military were white males. But over time the armed forces have 
come to refl ect the diversity of Americans. One group whose role in the military 
has grown is women. At fi rst women were limited to nursing. Then they began 
to work in administration and communications. In World War II some women 
became civil service pilots. But not until the 1960s and 1970s did women enjoy 
a full range of opportunities. Today women play a vital role in the military in 
locations around the world, although they still are not permitted to perform many 
combat jobs.
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 immigrant  an 

individual who moves 

permanently to a new 

country

It Matters Because

The United States is enriched by its diversity and unified by its 
shared values.

A Diverse Population
GUIDING QUESTION From what areas did early Americans come?

Do you celebrate your birthday with a cake, a piñata, or a bowl 
of noodles? People in the United States share many traditions, 
such as watching parades or fi reworks displays on the Fourth 
of July. They also enjoy different traditions that their families 
brought with them from other countries. Some of those special 
traditions were brought by people who came to this country 
in recent years. About 13 percent of all Americans were born 
in another country. These foreign-born people are immigrants 
(IH•muh•gruhnts), or people who move permanently to a 
new country.
 The movement of people to the United States has been 
taking place for a few hundred years. About 98 percent of 
all the people now living in the United States are descended 
from families who once lived in another country. Immigrants 
have come to this country from nations located all over the 
world. Once in the United States, they have worked together to 
build a nation. 

 Taking Notes: Identifying  

As you read, complete a graphic organizer like the 

one shown here by identifying characteristics of 

the American population.

Content Vocabulary

•  immigrant •  institution
•  ethnic group •   popular

sovereignty•  values

ESSENTIAL QUESTION  What are the characteristics that make up a culture?

   Lesson 1 

Being an American

 There’s More Online!

 GRAPHIC ORGANIZER 

American Population

 GRAPHS 
 U.S. Foreign-Born Population, 
1850–2020 
Ethnic Diversity of the 
United States, 2010 
Foreign-Born Population by 
Nation of Origin

 MAP 
United States Immigration, 2009

 VIDEO  

American Population

48 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

SS.7.G.4.1 Use geographic terms and tools to 

explain cultural diffusion throughout North 

America.

LA.7.1.6.1 The student will use new 

vocabulary that is introduced and taught 

directly.

LA.7.1.7.3 The student will determine the 

main idea or essential message in 

grade-level or higher texts through 

inferring, paraphrasing, summarizing, and 

identifying relevant details.

NGSSS covered in 

“A Diverse Population”

LA.7.1.7.3
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Academic Vocabulary

distinct separate or 

noticeably diff erent 

  The piñata, a colorful fi gure fi lled with 
treats, is a tradition most associated with 
Mexico and other Latin American countries. 
At special celebrations, children have fun 
trying to break open the piñata with sticks.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Identifying What is another example of a 

tradition from another culture that has been 

adopted in the United States?

 A History of Immigration
Most scholars believe that the very fi rst people to live in what is 
now the United States came from Asia. They fi rst arrived about 
20,000 years ago. Over time they spread across North America. 
They developed a variety of cultures and spoke hundreds of 
different languages. Although these groups formed distinct, or 
separate, identities, together they are called Native Americans.
 In the 1500s, the Spanish fi rst made permanent homes in 
what is today the United States. The earliest of these settlers 
lived in what is now Florida. Later, Spanish-speaking people 
settled in the Southwest, including the present-day states of 
Texas and California. 
 Beginning in the 1600s, people from France, the Netherlands, 
and England also came to North America. The French settled 
mainly in what is now Canada. Some also made homes around 
the Great Lakes and along the Mississippi River. The Dutch 
established New Amsterdam, which we now know as New 
York City, and started farms along the Hudson River. English 
immigrants settled all along the east coast of North America. 
By the late 1600s and the 1700s, people started arriving 
from Germany, Sweden, Ireland, and Scotland. These early 
immigrants created the thirteen colonies that became the 
United States.

 Some people who 
came to the Americas did 
not come willingly. Many 
people from western and 
central Africa were taken 
by force from their homes. 
Then they were brought 
by ship across the Atlantic 
Ocean to the Americas and 
sold into slavery. In 1807 
Congress passed a law that 
stopped the practice of 
bringing enslaved people 
to the United States. 
By then, some 500,000 
Africans had arrived and 
become part of the United 
States.

Lesson 1 49

 Th e Oldest European Settlement
St. Augustine, Florida, is the oldest 
continuously occupied city settled 
by Europeans in North America. 
Th e French were the fi rst to settle 
there, building a fort on what is 
now the St. Johns River in 1564. 
Th ey hoped to attack Spanish 
ships carrying gold and silver. Th e 
next year, the Spanish sent a large 
force to the area, drove off  the 
French, and founded the 
settlement of St. Augustine.  

CONNECTION

Florida
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Foreign-born (in millions)

Percentage of total population

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; Urban Institute.
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 From the 1830s to the 1860s, more than 5 million people came 
to the United States. Most of these new settlers came from Ireland 
and Germany. They were fl eeing poverty and disease at home. 
The discovery of gold in California in 1848 led many people from 
around the world to move to that area in hopes of becoming rich. 
Thousands of these new immigrants came from China.
 Between 1860 and 1890, another 10 million Europeans 
streamed into the country. Many of the new settlers in this 
period came from Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. Then a shift 
in immigration followed. Up until the 1890s, most European 
immigrants had come from northern or western Europe. From 
1890 to 1924, though, a majority of immigrants came from 
southern and eastern Europe. In those years, about 22 million 
immigrants arrived from countries such as Italy, Greece, Poland, 
and Russia.
  The later 1900s saw another change in the source of 
immigration. A larger share of immigrants than before came 
from Asia and Latin America. Today, more than half of all the 
people in the United States who were born in another country 
come from Latin America.  

The number of Americans born 
in another country and the 
percentage they represent of the 
whole population has changed 
greatly over the years.

  Identifying What do the 

bars show? What does the 

line show?

 CRITICAL THINKING
 Making Generalizations 
After 2009, what trend would 

you expect in terms of the 

percentage of the population 

that is foreign-born?

1

2

U.S. FOREIGNBORN POPULATION, 18502020GRAPH SKILLS 

 Reading Strategy: Organizing 

Create a three-column table to take notes on the history of immigration to 

the United States. Label the columns “Years,” “Sources of Immigration,” and 

“Number of Immigrants.” Then fi ll in details from the text. 

50 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

SS.7.G.4.1
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   GEOGRAPHY CONNECTION 

 The percentage of immigrants who come from each region of the world varies.

1     PLACE Which two areas are the source of most immigrants?

2   CRITICAL THINKING Analyzing Visuals In which group would immigrants from 

Mexico be counted?

Ongoing Transformation 
Between 1830 and 1930, the nation’s population grew from 
about 12 million people to nearly 120 million people. About 
40 million of those new Americans were immigrants. These 
people brought many different foods and ways of life to their 
new home. They helped make the United States a diverse 
country.
 Over the years, the American population changed in other 
ways. In the mid-1800s, people began moving from rural areas 
to cities. Business owners were building new industries in this 
period and needed workers. They paid higher wages than 
people could earn working on a farm. Many people left the 
farms for cities in hopes of making a better living. 
 Following the Civil War, African Americans who had been 
enslaved were freed. Many of them left the South for Northern 
cities. They hoped to fi nd jobs and a new way of life.
  By 1920, more than half of all Americans lived in towns or 
cities. Many of these people worked in factories. They became 
known as blue-collar workers. The term blue-collar refers to the 
blue shirts workers wore. Others found jobs in schools, offi ces, 
and stores. These workers were called white-collar workers. 

  UNITED STATES IMMIGRATION, 2009  
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Hispanic

American Indian
and Alaskan 
Native 0.8%

African 
American
12.3%

Asian 4.4%

Two or more Races
Non-Hispanic 1.7%

Native 
Hawaiian

and other 
Pacific 

Islander 0.2%

65.1%
White,

non-Hispanic

15.5%
Hispanic

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the 

 United States: 2011.

ETHNIC DIVERSITY OF THE UNITED STATES, 2010 

 Over the past few decades, the working world has continued 
to change. More women are in the labor force than before. The 
number of factory jobs has decreased. Those jobs have been 
replaced by “the service economy.” Service jobs are work that 
is done for someone else. They include teaching, programming 
computers, providing health care, and practicing law. The 
number of people who work in their homes has risen as well. 

American Diversity 
The American population is very diverse. People belong to a 
variety of racial and ethnic groups. People of the same racial 
group share distinctive physical traits. Members of an ethnic 
(EHTH•nihk) group share a common national, cultural, 
or racial background. About 16 percent of Americans call 
themselves Latinos. Their heritage traces back to Latin America. 
Latinos and other groups such as African Americans and Asian 
Americans are said to be members of minority groups. By the 
2040s, though, these minority groups will be the majority. 
 Americans also have diverse religious beliefs. About 
173 million Americans belong to a Christian church. Close to 
9 million follow Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, or another religion. 
Many practice no religion. 

PROGRESS CHECK

Describing How did immigration begin to change in the 1890s?

  ethnic group  a group of people 

who share a common national, cultural, 

or racial background

  values  the general principles or 

beliefs people use to make judgments 

and decisions

Readingeading HELPDESKDESK

GRAPH SKILLS 

 Native Americans, who make up 
a small percentage of the 
population, and members of 
other groups sometimes hold 
public ceremonies that include 
traditional music, dancing, and 
clothing. 

 Identifying What 

percentage of the American 

people is American Indian 

and Alaska Native?

    CRITICAL THINKING
 Analyzing Visuals What are 

the two largest groups 

represented in the graph, 

besides White, non-Hispanic? 

1

2

52 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Values and Institutions
GUIDING QUESTION What do Americans value? 

Do you agree with most of your friends about what is good and 
what is bad? The general principles, or beliefs, you use to make 
these judgments are your values. Values are broad ideas about 
what is good or desirable and what is bad or not desirable. 
People’s values are important because they infl uence how 
people act. 
 People with different beliefs and backgrounds have made 
lives for themselves in the United States. They have helped 
make this nation a land of great diversity. Certain shared values, 
however, help unite all these Americans. These values include 
freedom, equality, opportunity, justice, and democracy. Other 
shared American values include unity, respect for one another, 
and tolerance. It is these values that allow American diversity 
to prosper. At the same time, they give Americans a shared 
identity.
  Many of these values are stated in the country’s founding 
document. The Declaration of Independence states, for instance, 
that all people are equal. This statement means that everyone 
should be treated equally by the law. The Declaration also states 
how important freedom is to Americans. It says that all people 
have the right to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 
Liberty is another word for freedom. With these words, the 
Declaration makes clear how important freedom is to all 
Americans.

Some female Muslims, or believers in the 
religion of Islam, follow religious rules 
about covering their heads.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Making Connections What are some 

religious or cultural practices that you or 

someone you know follows? Why is it 

important to be able to practice these freely?

Lesson 1 53

SS.7.G.4.1 Use geographic terms and tools to 

explain cultural diffusion throughout North 

America.

NGSSS covered in 

“Values and Institutions”
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 Social Institutions 
Our shared values are refl ected in the important institutions of 
American life. Institutions are the key practices, relationships, 
and organizations in a society. The most important institution in 
American life is the family. The family is the center of social life. 
In families, parents and older family members teach children 
their values, both personal and national.
 Religious institutions, such as churches, temples, and 
mosques, give a sense of meaning and belonging to the people 
who worship there. Schools refl ect society’s culture, history, and 
knowledge. They do more than teach students. They also help 
those students develop a shared sense of being American. 
Social institutions such as clubs and volunteer groups bring 
together people who have similar values or who believe in 
the same cause.

Government Institutions 
American government institutions refl ect how strongly 
Americans value freedom. Freedom is the right to make 
one’s own choices in life without arbitrary, or unrestrained, 
interference from the government. American government 
is based on the principle of popular sovereignty. Popular 
sovereignty (PAH•pyuh•luhr  SAH•vuhr •uhn•tee)  is the idea 
that the government receives its power from the people. The 
people choose the nation’s leaders, and those leaders must face 
the people again to stay in offi ce.
 The Constitution refl ects another key principle. It makes sure 
that government is limited in its power. It sets up a three-part 
government in which no one part can have more power than 
the other two. In addition, the Bill of Rights makes sure that the 
government cannot abuse its power over the individual.

PROGRESS CHECK

Explaining Why is the family an important institution?

 institution  a key practice, 

relationship, or organization in a 

society

 Academic Vocabulary

 arbitrary  not agreed upon; 

seemingly random

 popular sovereignty  the 

idea that government receives its 

power from the people

LESSON 1 REVIEW REVIEW 

Review Vocabulary

1. What is an immigrant? What areas have been the 

main sources of immigrants in recent years?

2. What are values? What are three examples of 

shared American values? 

Answer the Guiding Questions

3. Explaining Why is the population of the United 

States so diverse? 

4.  Making Generalizations What are three ways 

the American workforce has changed recently?   

5.  Describing How does American government 

refl ect shared values?   

6.  EXPOSITORY WRITING Describe some traditions 

practiced in your family or community. In what 

ways do they refl ect American diversity? In what 

ways do they refl ect American unity?    

Work in Groups  
You can learn how to work with 
others by participating in groups 
at school. You can also take part 
in a sports team, a social group, 
or some other organization 
outside school. Th ese experiences 
can teach cooperation, group 
decision making, and 
recognizing the abilities of 
others. Th ink of a group that you 
belong to. Make a list of three 
skills you have learned by taking 
part in that group.

21st Century
SKILLS

54 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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 Taking Notes: Summarizing

 As you read, complete a web diagram like 

the one shown here to summarize the 

characteristics of citizenship.

  Lesson 2

 Becoming a Citizen

 Content Vocabulary

•  citizen •  government •  refugee
•  civics •  naturalization 
•  citizenship •  alien

It Matters Because

In the United States there are two ways to become a citizen.

What Is Civics?
GUIDING QUESTION How does a person become a citizen of the United States?

At home you might have certain responsibilities that you are 
supposed to carry out. For example, you might have to do 
chores like walking the dog or  washing the dishes. You may also 
have certain privileges. For instance, you might be allowed to 
use the computer after fi nishing your homework or to go with 
friends to see a movie.
 In a similar way, citizens have both duties and rights. 
 Citizens (SIH•tuh•zuhnz) are members of a community who 
owe loyalty to a government and, in turn, are entitled to the 
protection of that government. Civics (SIH•vihks) is the study 
of the duties and rights of citizens.
  The Founders of the United States believed strongly in 
the value of civics. Thomas Jefferson wrote, “Whenever the 
people are well-informed, they can be trusted with their own 
government.” In other words, to have an effective government, 
citizens must understand their rights and responsibilities. 
Informed citizens are able to make wise decisions about public 
questions. They are also better prepared to make choices about 
who should serve in public offi ce.

There’s More Online!

 GRAPHIC ORGANIZER 
Characteristics of Citizenship  

 VIDEO 

 GAMES 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION  What is a citizen?

Characteristics 
of Citizenship
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taught directly.

LA.7.1.7.3 The student will determine 

the main idea or essential message in 

grade-level or higher texts through 
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Roots of Citizenship
The idea of citizenship (SIH•tuh•zuhn• shihp), or the rights 
and duties of citizens, dates back more than 2,500 years to 
ancient Greece and Rome. Citizenship gave people legal rights 
and allowed them to take part in government. In those days, 
citizenship was only for men who owned property. Citizens’ 
duties to the government included paying taxes and serving in 
the armed forces.

Over the centuries, other ideas about citizenship replaced 
the Greek and Roman views. In the 1700s, though, revolutionary 
thinkers in America and France brought back the ancient ideas, 
with some changes to the old defi nition. First, they defi ned 
citizens in terms of belonging to a nation. Second, they said that 
the power of government comes from the people governed. This 
idea is known as the “consent of the governed.” Citizens give 
their consent, or agreement, by participating in government.

This new idea had the chance to give much power to the 
people. Still, that power had limits. For many years, U.S. 
citizenship was limited largely to white men. Gradually, and 
with much struggle, other groups gained full citizenship. 
African Americans were made citizens through the Fourteenth 

Amendment in 1868. Women 
gained the right to vote in 1920. 
That right came as a result of 
the Nineteenth Amendment. 
Members of a few Native 
American groups became 
citizens through treaties with 
the federal government. Not 
until 1924 did Congress pass 
the Indian Citizenship Act 
making all Native Americans 
citizens.

 In the United States today, 
citizenship is not based on 
wealth, gender, race, or 
religion. A person can become 
an American citizen in either 
of two ways. They are by 
birth or by going through a 
particular process. 

 After signing the bill that gave 
citizenship to all Native Americans, 
President Calvin Coolidge (center) 
posed with four members of the 
Osage nation. The law gave all Native 
Americans the right to vote.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Speculating Is it surprising that Native 

Americans, who were the continent’s 

fi rst inhabitants, were the last to gain 

the right to vote? Explain.

 civics  the study of the 

rights and duties of citizens 

  citizen  a member of a community 

of people who owe loyalty to a 

government and, in turn, are entitled 

to its protection 

 citizenship  the rights 

and duties of citizens

 government the ruling 

authority for a community

56 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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 naturalization  a legal 

process to obtain citizenship

Natural-Born Citizens
Any person born in any of the 50 states or in 
the District of Columbia automatically becomes 
an American citizen at birth. The same is true 
of someone born in an American territory, 
such as Puerto Rico, or on a U.S. military base 
overseas. This rule also applies to children born 
on American soil to people who are not U.S. 
citizens. Those children become citizens at birth.

A person born in another country can claim 
American citizenship in two cases. He or she 
can be a citizen if both parents are U.S. citizens 
or if one parent is a citizen who has lived in the 
United States.

Someone who is born in another country 
may choose to hold dual citizenship. He or she 
can be a citizen of both the United States and the 
country where he or she was born.

 Naturalized Citizens
Naturalization  (na•chuh•ruh•luh•ZAY• shuhn) 
is a legal process to obtain citizenship. More 
than 40 percent of the foreign-born people who 
live in the United States are naturalized citizens. 
Immigrants who want to become United States 
citizens must meet certain requirements: 

• They must be age 18 or older.
•  They must have been a lawful permanent resident for 

fi ve years.
•  They must be able to read, write, and speak English.
•  They must be of good moral character.
•  They must show an understanding of U.S. civics.

 The fi rst step in this process is to complete an application and 
send it to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). 
Next, a USCIS offi cial talks to the applicant to make sure that the 
person meets all fi ve requirements.
 The next step is to take a citizenship exam. The exam tests 
the applicant’s ability to read, write, and speak English. It also 
asks the applicant about the history and government of the 
United States. Many people take classes to prepare for this test. 

The banner hanging at this voter 
registration drive says “Your Vote Is Your 
Voice” in Spanish.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Explaining In what way is the statement on 

the banner true?

Reading Strategy: Sequencing

With a process, like the steps of naturalization, you can take notes by drawing a series 

of boxes connected by arrows and writing a description of each step in a box in the 

correct order. Doing so will help you visualize and remember the steps.

Lesson 2 57
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 The last step is a special ceremony. At this event, applicants 
take an oath in which they swear to be loyal to the United 
States above all other countries. They make other promises, 
too. For instance, they swear to obey the Constitution and the 
country’s laws. After taking this oath and signing a document, 
they are citizens. If they have children under 18, the children 
automatically become citizens too.

Losing Citizenship
Americans can lose their citizenship in three ways: 

•  Expatriation. Someone who gives his or her allegiance to a 
foreign country is expatriated. An example is a person who 
becomes a naturalized citizen of another country.

•  Denaturalization. Naturalized citizens who are found to have 
lied on their citizenship application are denaturalized. That 
is, they lose their naturalization. They may then be deported, 
or sent out of the country.

•  Being convicted of certain crimes. Those guilty of any of three 
very serious crimes can lose citizenship. The crimes are 
treason, taking part in a rebellion, and trying to overthrow 
the government by violent means.

Only the federal government can grant citizenship or take 
it away. States can deny, or take away, some privileges of 
citizenship. For instance, states can take away the right to vote 
from some criminals. States cannot take away citizenship itself, 
however.

PROGRESS CHECK

Identifying the Main Idea Why do we study civics? 

Academic Vocabulary

  deny to take away a right or privilege

 From 1995 to 2009, at least 461,000 
people became naturalized citizens 
each year. The last step in the 
naturalization process is taking an 
oath of loyalty to the United States.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Drawing Conclusions Why do you 

think the government requires 

naturalized citizens to take such an oath?

 alien   a foreign-born resident of the 

United States who has not been naturalized

58 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Foreign-Born Residents
GUIDING QUESTION In what ways can a foreign person enter the United States?

Not everyone who lives and works in the United States is a 
citizen of the country. Many people are aliens (AY•lee•uhnz), 
or foreign-born residents who have not been naturalized. The 
government identifi es two other groups of foreign-born persons 
living in the country. People in one group are, like aliens, in the 
country legally. People in the other group are not here legally.

 Legal Aliens
There are two categories of legal aliens. A resident alien is a 
legal immigrant who permanently lives in the United States. 
Resident aliens may stay in the country as long as they wish. 
A nonresident alien is someone who expects to stay in the United 
States for a short, specifi ed period. For instance, a foreign 
newspaper reporter who has come to report on an election 
would be a nonresident alien.

Like citizens, legal aliens may hold jobs, 
own property, attend public schools, and 
receive other government services. They pay 
taxes to the government, and they have the 
right to be protected by the law. They cannot 
vote in elections or run for offi ce, however. 
They may not serve on juries or work in most 
government jobs. In addition, aliens must 
carry identifi cation cards at all times. Those 
cards show that they are legal aliens.

Refugees
The United States accepts some people as 
refugees. A refugee ( reh•fyoo•JEE) is a 
person fl eeing his or her country to escape 
danger. For example, he or she might be 
subject to persecution by the government. Or 
the person might be fl eeing a disaster, such as 
an earthquake or a war. When someone is a 
political refugee, the government promises to 
protect him or her. The government grants this 
status to people only if they can prove that 
they really are in danger if they return to their 
homeland.

 refugee  a person who has left his or her 

home to escape danger such as persecution 

by the government, war, or natural disaster

Resident aliens have many rights of 
citizens, such as holding jobs.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Analyzing Why is this an important right 

for resident aliens to have? 
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Illegal Aliens
Currently, the United States limits the number of immigrants 
who can enter the country each year to about 1 million people. 
The relatives of U.S. citizens receive the highest priority, or 
highest ranking. So do people who have job skills that are 
needed by employers in the United States. The law also makes 
room for immigrants from countries that have provided fewer 
numbers of immigrants in the past.
 Many more people want to come to the United States to live 
than the law allows, however. As a result, some people decide 
to come to the country without the government allowing it. 
Each year, about 1 million aliens enter or remain in the nation 
illegally. Some of these people were refused permission to 
immigrate, but they come anyway. Others have never applied 
for permission but simply cross our borders with Mexico and 
Canada illegally.  Some are nonresident aliens who stay longer 
than their legal time limit for living in the country.  No matter 
how they arrived in the United States, these illegal aliens can 
be arrested and deported back to their home countries if they 
are discovered.
 Today, close to 12 million people are living in the United 
States illegally. Most came to look for work and a better life. 
Yet illegal aliens often have a diffi cult time living in the United 
States. Many have no friends or family here, no place to live, 
and no sure way to earn money. Getting a job can be diffi cult 
for them because it is against the law to hire illegal aliens. Those 
who do fi nd work usually receive low pay and no benefi ts. 
Every day illegal aliens live with the fear that government 
offi cials will discover them and send them back to their own 
countries.

PROGRESS CHECK

 Comparing and Contrasting How do the rights of legal aliens diff er from 
those of U.S. citizens?

LESSON 2 REVIEW REVIEW 

Review Vocabulary 

1. What is a citizen? What is the meaning of 

citizenship?

2. What is a refugee?

Answer the Guiding Questions

3. Identifying Name two ways a person can become 

a U.S. citizen.

4.  Contrasting What is the diff erence between a 

legal alien and an illegal alien?

5.  EXPOSITORY WRITING Write a brief essay 

describing how the defi nition of citizenship has 

changed over time. Describe also the ways in which 

citizenship has remained the same.

 Academic Vocabulary

priority having the highest 

ranking on a list

60 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Landmark Supreme Court CasesLandmark Supreme Court Cases

Dred Scott vs. Sandford

Analyzing the Case
1. Explaining Why was Dred Scott not freed as a 

result of the Supreme Court’s decision?
2. Inferring What is your opinion of Justice 

Taney’s view of the Framers’ “original intent”?

Background of the Case
Dred Scott was an African American who was 
enslaved to a physician named John Emerson. 
An army doctor, Emerson moved often and 
took Scott with him. As a result, Scott lived for 
a time in the state of Illinois and in the 
territory of Wisconsin. Neither of these regions 
had slavery. Both regions were also north of a 
boundary line set by Congress in the Missouri 
Compromise of 1820. That compromise 
allowed slavery south of the line and banned 
it north of the line.
 Emerson died in 1843. Scott tried to buy 
his freedom from Emerson’s widow, but she 
refused. In 1846 Scott sued for his freedom in 
Missouri. He claimed that since he had lived 
in a free state and a free territory, he was free. 
Scott’s case moved slowly through Missouri’s 
court system. He won his case in a lower 
court, but the ruling was overturned by 
Missouri’s state supreme court in 1852. Mrs. 
Emerson eventually left the state. When she 
did, she gave control of her late husband’s 
property to her brother, John Sanford. 
 Scott’s lawyers filed a lawsuit against 
Sanford. The case eventually reached the 
U.S. Supreme Court.

The Decision
The Supreme Court decided the case on 
March 6, 1857. Chief Justice Roger B. Taney 
spoke for the seven-justice majority. Taney first 
stated his own view of the Framers’ “original 
intent” when they wrote the Constitution. He 
said it was “absolutely certain that the African 
race were not included under the name of 
citizens of a State.” He wrote further:

 Dred Scott v. Sandford

Before the Civil War, Americans were asking: 
Are African Americans citizens of the United 
States? May Congress prohibit enslavement of 
African Americans in U.S. territories?

 [I]t is the opinion of the Court that the act of 
Congress which prohibited . . . [slaveholding] north 
of the line therein mentioned is . . . void; and that 
neither Dred Scott himself, nor any member of his 
family were made free by being carried into this 
territory. 

—Chief Justice Roger B. Taney

 The Court ruled on two issues. First, it said 
that Scott was not a citizen and thus did not 
have the right to bring a lawsuit. Second, it 
ruled that the Missouri Compromise was 
unconstitutional. Therefore, Scott was not free.

Why It Matters
The ruling added to the tensions that led to the 
Civil War. In 1868, three years after the end of 
that war, the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution overruled the Dred Scott decision.
It said that African Americans were citizens.

 Dred Scott

Lesson 2 61

 SS.7.C.3.12 Analyze the signifi cance and outcomes of landmark 
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netw  rks

 It Matters Because

Democracy depends on citizens fulfilling their duties and acting 
responsibly.

Duties of Citizens
GUIDING QUESTION What are the duties of American citizens?

What comes to mind when you hear the word community? Do 
you think of your neighborhood or your town? Actually, each 
of us belongs to many communities—our school or workplace, 
our place of worship, our state, and our country as a whole. We 
are also members of the global, or worldwide, community of all 
humans. 
  We all play a part in making our communities safe and 
successful. All of us have certain responsibilities to fulfi ll. 
 Responsibilities (rih• spahn •suh•BIH•luh•teez) are things 
we should do. They are obligations that we meet of our own 
free will. As American citizens, we also have legal duties that 
we have to carry out. Duties are actions that we are required to 
perform.
 National, state, and local governments require American 
citizens to perform certain duties. Those duties are set by laws. 
Anyone who fails to perform those duties is subject to penalties 
under the law. Those penalties can include fi nes and time in 
prison. Five of our most important duties are discussed next.

Taking Notes: Organizing  

As you read, complete a graphic organizer, like 

the one shown here, by listing the duties and 

responsibilities of citizens.

Content Vocabulary

•  responsibility •  welfare
•  duty •  volunteerism
•  tolerance

ESSENTIAL QUESTION  What is a citizen?

There’s More Online!

 GRAPHIC ORGANIZER 

Taking Part in Civic Life 

 CHART 
Citizens’ Duties and 
Responsibilities 

 INFOGRAPHIC 
Volunteering in America

 VIDEO  

 GAME

  Lesson 3 

Duties and Responsibilities of 

American Citizens

Duties Responsibilities

62 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

SS.7.C.2.2 Evaluate the obligations citizens 

have to obey laws, pay taxes, defend the 

nation, and serve on juries.

LA.7.1.6.1 The student will use new 

vocabulary that is introduced and taught 

directly.

LA.7.1.7.3 The student will determine the 

main idea or essential message in 

grade-level or higher texts through 

inferring, paraphrasing, summarizing, and 

identifying relevant details.
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Academic Vocabulary

register to record or enroll formally

draft to call for military service 

Obey Laws 
A citizen’s most important duty is to obey the law. Laws are 
sets of rules that allow people to live together peacefully. Laws 
keep order in society by letting people know which actions 
are acceptable and which are not. If we do not obey laws, 
communities cannot maintain order or protect our health, safety, 
and property. Think of the confl ict that would arise if people 
did not respect each other’s right to their own 
property.

 Pay Taxes
Taxes provide most of the money government 
needs to keep running. Without taxes, 
the federal government could not pay its 
employees, defend the country, or help those 
in need. Taxes allow your local community to 
hire police offi cers and fi refi ghters, run schools, 
and pave roads. Local, state, and federal 
governments collect a variety of taxes. Taxes on 
income, property, and the sale of goods are just 
a few ways governments raise money. People 
who try to avoid paying taxes face stiff fi nes and 
other penalties.

Defend the Nation
In the United States, the law requires most 
male citizens aged 18 to 25 to register with 
the Selective Service System (SSS). The SSS is 
a government agency that keeps a record of all 
males in this age span. In the event of war or 
extreme national emergency, the government 
may need to draft, or call for military service, 
men from this list. 

Registering with the SSS does not mean 
that a person will necessarily be drafted. In 
fact, the United States has not had a draft since 
1973. Since then, volunteers have met the needs of the armed 
forces.  In a recent year, nearly 75,000 people volunteered to 
join the U.S. Army. Thousands also volunteer each year for 
the U.S. Navy, the Marine Corps, the U.S. Air Force, or the 
Coast Guard.

 responsibility   an obligation 

that we meet of our own free will 

 duty  an action we are 

required to perform

Laws, such as traffi  c laws, keep order in 
society.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Analyzing Give an example of how traffi  c  

laws make travel safer. 
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Serve in Court
 The U.S. Constitution guarantees anyone accused of a crime 
the right to a trial by jury. A jury is a group of citizens who 
hear evidence in a case and decide whether the accused is 
guilty. Every adult citizen must be prepared to serve on a jury. 
The accused also has the right to hear and present witnesses. 
Citizens have the duty to serve as witnesses at a trial if they are 
called to do so.

 Attend School
The government provides free public elementary and secondary 
education. Most states have laws that require children to attend 
school between the ages of 7 and 16. In school, students are 
taught the knowledge and skills they need to become good 
citizens. Students learn to resolve problems in thoughtful ways, 
to form opinions, and to express their views clearly. 
 Public school and higher education also have another 
benefi t. They prepare students for their work life. In school, 
students gain skills that will help them become productive 
workers who can help keep the economy strong. For instance, 
students learn how to work together on group projects.

PROGRESS CHECK

 Explaining Why must we obey laws? 

A person called for jury duty might 
not necessarily hear a case. Lawyers 
can question jurors to determine 
which ones to select. 

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Evaluating Do you think serving on a 

jury is an important duty? Why or why 

not?

 Reading Strategy: Organizing

 Organizing information in a passage helps you identify and remember main ideas. 

Make a two-column chart with the headings “Duty” and “Benefi t.” List the duties and 

benefi ts of citizens in the appropriate column. 

64 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

SS.7.C.2.2

LA.7.1.7.3

 School Attendance Laws
 Florida state law requires 
children to attend school between 
ages 6 and 16. If they have 15 
absences within 90 school days, 
students are said to be “habitual 
truants.” A habitual truant 15 
years old or older is reported to 
the state department of motor 
vehicles. Th at agency may refuse 
to give the truant student a 
learner’s permit or driver’s 
license, or may take away an 
existing driver’s license.
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Obey the law

Pay taxes

DUTIES

Be informed and vote

Participate in your community and government
Defend the nation

Respect the rights and property of othersServe in court

Respect different opinions and ways of lifeAttend school

RESPONSIBILITIES

Responsibilities of Citizens 
GUIDING QUESTION What are American citizens’ responsibilities?

Your teacher may assign you to work in a small group with 
other students. Each person is responsible for his or her 
participation and for the success of the entire group. Group 
members must help one another and allow one another to voice 
their ideas and concerns. Citizenship works much the same way. 
Everyone needs to participate to meet a shared goal: having a 
society that works well.

Be an Informed and Active Citizen 
Government decisions affect your life. The state legislature, for 
example, might pass a law changing the rate of sales tax you 
pay. Your school board might vote to start the school day earlier. 
Your town council might set aside funds for a new recreation 
center. You have a responsibility to know what the government 
is doing so that you can voice your opinion on those matters.
 Citizens are also responsible for making sure that the 
government is working properly. If you expect public offi cials to 
act in your interests, you must make your concerns known. You 
can make your voice heard by supporting a cause that you care 
about, contacting elected offi cials, and, above all, by voting. 
 Voting is one of American citizens’ most important 
responsibilities. By electing leaders and voting on proposed 
measures, Americans give their consent to the government. As 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt said,

PRIMARY SOURCE

“ The ultimate rulers of our democracy are not a President and Senators and 

Congressmen and Government offi  cials but the voters of this country. ”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt (1938)

Citizenship involves duties and 
responsibilities. 

 CRITICAL THINKING

Speculating Why do you 

think voting is a responsibility 

and not a duty?

 Evaluating Add another 

responsibility to the chart. 

Explain why you added it.  

1

2

 CITIZENS’ DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  CHART SKILLS

Lesson 3 65

 SS.7.C.2.2

SS.7.C.2.2 Evaluate the obligations citizens 

have to obey laws, pay taxes, defend the 

nation, and serve on juries. 

SS.7.C.2.3 Experience the responsibilities of 

citizens at the local, state, or federal levels.

NGSSS covered in 

“Responsibilities of Citizens”
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  tolerance   respecting 

and accepting others, 

regardless of their beliefs, 

practices, or diff erences

 volunteerism  the practice 

of off ering your time and services 

to others without receiving 

payment

  welfare  the health, 

prosperity, and happiness of 

the members of a community

  In the United States, all citizens 18 years of age and older 
have the right to vote. Each Election Day, citizens have the 
opportunity to shape the future of their communities, states, 
and nation by voting. Thoughtful voters study the candidates 
and the issues carefully before casting their votes. 
 Responsible voters also remain aware of what their elected 
leaders are doing while holding offi ce. If an offi cial performs 
poorly, it is up to the voters to replace him or her in the next 
election. Voting ensures that leadership is changed in a peaceful 
and orderly manner.

 Respect the Rights of Others 
Treating others politely and respectfully is also part of being a 
good citizen. Society runs smoothly when individuals respect 
one another’s rights. The United States has a very diverse 
population. It is important to remember that everyone has the 
right to his or her opinions, beliefs, and practices. Respecting 
and accepting others, regardless of differences, is called 
tolerance. Tolerance includes respecting private and public 
property as well.

Contribute to the Common Good
What would your community be like if no one supported 
charities or volunteered for community projects? What if no 
one ever spoke out about community problems? In order for 

communities and governments to 
grow, people need to participate.

Responsible citizens show 
concern for others as well as for 
themselves. They are willing to 
give time, effort, and money to 
improve community life. The 
members of a community must 
contribute to the common good, or 
the things that benefi t all members 
of the community. For example, 
everyone benefi ts from having safe 
streets, good schools, and a clean 
environment.

PROGRESS CHECK 

 Explaining Why is voting important?

Many Americans contribute to their 
community by giving their time to 
groups like food banks that help those 
who are in need.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Analyzing How does this kind of 

activity benefi t the person taking the 

action?

66 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

Each Vote Counts
Some people choose not to vote 
because they say that their vote 
does not count. However, as 
illustrated in many cases, every 
vote really does count. In 2008, 
for example, voters in Minnesota 
went to the polls to elect 
someone to represent them 
in the U.S. Senate. More than 
2.4 million voters cast their 
ballots in that election. Th e 
winner won by just 225 of those 
votes. 

Why It 
MATTERS
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Being Involved 
GUIDING QUESTION How can citizens make their community a better place to live?

Have you volunteered to help out at school or in your 
community? By volunteering, we make our communities better 
places to live. We can also learn valuable skills. 

We rely on government to provide many services, from 
police protection to collecting trash. Citizens also share 
responsibility for meeting community needs. Good citizens care 
about the welfare—the health, prosperity, and happiness—of all 
members of their community.

Donating Time and Money
Giving your time to work in the community is the heart of 
volunteerism ( vah•luhn•TIHR•ih•zuhm). This is the practice 
of offering your time and services to others without receiving 
payment. More than 63 million people, aged 16 and up, do 
volunteer work. Without the efforts of so many citizens, many 
important needs would not be met. 
 People do many kinds of volunteer work. Neighbors gather 
on a Saturday to clean up a park. Church groups make holiday 
baskets for needy families. Retirees teach schoolchildren or 
record books for the blind. You and your fellow students might 
visit nursing homes or collect food for a local pantry. 

teen citizens in action

Amy Chyao knows how to spell success. She 
should. When she was 13, she placed eighth in 

the National Spelling Bee championship and twice 
won regional spelling contests. Amy then began to 
help the children of immigrant parents in her 
hometown improve their reading, spelling, and 
writing skills.

 One year later, Amy started a study group called 
Spell Success. The group, consisting of students from 

kindergarten through 
eighth grade, meets 
monthly at the local 
public library. 
Sometimes their 
parents sit in as well. 
Each August, a Spell 

Success weekend summer camp helps students learn 
study methods, vocabulary, and public speaking skills. 
Amy also prepares students for her annual Spell 
Success Spelling Bee. The top three winners receive 
trophies and scholarship awards of $100, $50, or $25. 
Other awards go to the top spellers at each age level. 
 “The most important thing,” says Amy, “is not that 
the students become better spellers, but that they 
laugh and make friends while learning. I hope that by 
showing them the fun in learning at a young age, 
students will grow to become lifelong learners who 
can make a difference in our society.” 

 Citizenship and Teens
How would seeing the fun in learning help make students better 
learners?

Teaching How to Spell 

Success

Amy Chyao

Plano, Texas 

l 

Lesson 3 67

SS.7.C.2.3 Experience the responsibilities of 

citizens at the local, state, or federal levels. 

NGSSS covered in 

“Being Involved”

SS.7.C.2.3 Experience the responsibilities of citizens at the local, state, or federal levels.
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16–24 25–34 35–44

Volunteers by 
Type of Organization

45–54 55–64 65+
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(in years)
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23.6%
21.9%

Religious

Educational

Services to Community

Health

Other

33.8%

26.5%

13.6%

7.9%

18.2%
33.8%

26.5%%

13.6%%%1

7.9%%%%%%%%%%%%%

18.2% Peace Corps

AmeriCorps

Senior Corps

Advises farmers, teaches children, starts small businesses, and fights 
serious diseases worldwide

Meets community needs, helps victims of natural disasters, cleans 
polluted rivers, and assists disabled people

Volunteer opportunities for Americans 55 and older:

 to volunteer opportunities in their own communities

National Service Programs

Percentage of Adults Active
in Volunteer Work

Source for graphs: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2010

Readingeading HELPDESKDESK

VOLUNTEERING IN AMERICA 

 Millions of Americans of all ages do 
many diff erent kinds of volunteer work. 
Opportunities to help your community 
are easy to fi nd.

 CRITICAL THINKING
 Analyzing Visuals Which age group has 
the highest percentage of volunteering?

 Making Inferences Why do you think 
the field of education is so popular among 
volunteers?   

1
2

INFOGRAPHIC SKILLS  

Reading Strategy: Finding the Main Idea

One way of making sure you understand a chart or graph is to state the main idea 
in words. For each part of the infographic, write the main idea. Then list at least 
two details from the chart or graph that support that main idea.

68 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Review Vocabulary

1. What is the diff erence between a duty and a 

responsibility?

2. What is tolerance?

Answer the Guiding Questions

3.  Drawing Conclusions Why do you think serving 

on a jury is a civic duty?

4.  Explaining Why is it every citizen’s responsibility 

to be informed?

5.  Finding the Main Idea Why do Americans 

volunteer?

6.  EXPOSITORY WRITING What do you think is the 

most important duty or responsibility of a citizen? 

Explain the reasons for your choice.

LESSON 3 REVIEWREVIEW

 People also support causes by giving money. Americans give 
more than $300 billion to charity each year. Much of this money 
comes from small gifts made by ordinary people. 

The Spirit of Volunteerism
Americans have a long history of volunteering. In the 1830s, 
French political writer Alexis de Tocqueville visited America. He 
was amazed to see citizens solving community problems rather 
than relying on the government. He said it was “self-interest 
rightly understood.” In other words, by banding together to 
serve the community, we really serve ourselves.
   The United States has more than 1 million charities. Many 
are small and local, such as animal shelters and food pantries. 
Some are local branches of national organizations, such as Boys 
and Girls Clubs. Other groups serve large numbers of people. 
Habitat for Humanity, for example, has built more than 350,000 
homes for low-income families. 

National Service Programs
The government has a long history of supporting volunteerism. 
Today, the Corporation for National and Community Service 
provides money, training, and other help for volunteer groups. 
This government agency also manages three national volunteer 
organizations. They are AmeriCorps, Senior Corps, and Learn 
and Serve America.
 AmeriCorps members work in education, public safety, 
health, and the environment. For a year of service, they 
receive money to help them live and to pay for college. Older 
Americans can serve in Senior Corps to help their communities. 
Learn and Serve America promotes service learning in schools. 
Service learning programs, such as analyzing the local water 
supply, link community service with classroom work.   

PROGRESS CHECK

Defi ning What is volunteerism? 
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LA.7.1.6.1
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netw  rks
There’s More Online!

 GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
Democratic and 
Authoritarian Governments

 CHARTS
 Functions of Government 
Principles of American Democracy 
Comparing Democratic and 
 Authoritarian Systems

 VIDEO  

 GAMES

  Lesson 4 

Forms of Government

ESSENTIAL QUESTION  Why do people create, structure, and change governments?

It Matters Because

People form governments to establish order, provide security, 
and accomplish common goals.

The Importance of Government
GUIDING QUESTION What is the purpose of government?

 Think about playing basketball with no rules or referees. The 
game would probably be a free-for-all. Similarly, if there were 
no government to make and enforce laws, people would face 
a time of confusion, violence, and fear. Government makes it 
possible for people to live together peacefully and productively.
 A government is the ruling authority for a community. Any 
organization that has the power to make and carry out laws and 
decisions for all those living in a community is a government.

Keep Order and Provide Security
Confl icts will always arise when people live together. The most 
important purpose of a government is to provide laws, or rules 
of conduct, for people to follow. These laws serve to prevent 
confl icts between individuals, groups, or nations. Some laws 
protect the safety of members of the society by making it a crime 
to attack or harm another person. Some laws protect people’s 
property by making it a crime to steal. Other laws protect 
people’s right to speak their minds. When confl icts do occur, 
laws help resolve, or fi nd a solution, for them.

Taking Notes: Categorizing

As you read, complete a graphic organizer like 

this one to identify the diff erences between 

democratic and authoritarian governments.

 Content Vocabulary

•  public policy •  majority rule
•  representative democracy •   authoritarian
•  constitutional monarchy   regime

D emocratic

Authoritarian

70 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments

SS.7.C.3.1 Compare different forms of 

government (direct democracy, 

representative democracy, socialism, 

communism, monarchy, oligarchy, autocracy).

SS.7.C.3.4 Identify the relationship and 

division of powers between the federal 

government and state governments.

LA.7.1.7.3 The student will determine the 

main idea or essential message in 

grade-level or higher texts through 

inferring, paraphrasing, summarizing, and 

identifying relevant details.

NGSSS covered in 

“The Importance of Government”
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Pass and enforce laws to deter crime

Establish courts

KEEP ORDER

Establish armed forces

Protect citizens from foreign attacks

PROVIDE SECURITY

Protect public health

Protect public safety

PROVIDE SERVICES

Develop public policy

Manage the economy

Provide public welfare Conduct foreign relations

GUIDE THE COMMUNITY

Academic Vocabulary

resolve to fi nd a 

solution to a disagreement

 Governments have the power to enforce the laws they make. 
For example, police offi cers can ticket or arrest drivers who 
break traffi c laws. Courts decide whether people accused of 
crimes are guilty. For those who are found guilty, courts decide 
how they should be punished.
 Along with the need for law and order, societies also have a 
need for security. That is, they need to be protected from attacks 
from other societies. Governments also meet this need. They set 
up armed forces to defend citizens from foreign enemies.

Provide Services 
Governments provide many services that people would not 
get otherwise. Governments run libraries, schools, hospitals, 
and parks. They build and repair streets and bridges, collect 
garbage, and deliver the mail.
 Many government services keep the public safe and healthy. 
Local governments set up police and fi re departments. State 
governments license drivers and doctors. Government agencies 
make sure that food, medicines, and products from cars to cribs 
are safe. When a disease threatens large numbers of people, 
governments take steps to try to limit its spread.
  Governments also give help to people who are very needy. 
For example, state governments give food, monetary support, 
or other kinds of help to poor families and people who are out 
of work. They also supply housing, health care, and special 
programs for people with disabilities.

•  totalitarian
•  ideology
•  socialism

 Governments serve many 
diff erent purposes. 

  CRITICAL THINKING
Identifying What are the 

four broad functions of 

government?

 Evaluating Which one of 

the functions of government 

do you think is the most 

important? Why?

1

2

 FUNCTIONS  OF GOVERNMENT CHART SKILLS
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Guide the Community 
Governments develop public policy. Public policy refers to the 
decisions and actions a government takes to solve problems in 
the community. Protecting consumers from unsafe products is 
a public policy goal. So is making the nation more secure from 
attacks. When governments pass laws or develop plans to reach 
these goals, they make public policy.
 Most public policy decisions involve fi nancial planning. 
Governments have limited amounts of money. They must 
use their resources wisely. Creating a plan for collecting and 
spending money is a key to the government’s success.
 Governments also guide the community by handling 
relations with neighboring countries and other outsiders. 
Governments talk to and work with other governments on 
such matters as trade and travel for the benefi t of their citizens. 
They sometimes make agreements to share resources that two 
or more governments have a claim to, such as fi sheries or oil 
located under bodies of water. Governments also sometimes 
 make agreements to help each other if attacked.

  In 2010 in Seoul, South Korea, U.S. 
president Barack Obama (left) met 
with other world leaders, including 
South Korea’s president Lee Myung-
bak (center) and Canada’s prime 
minister Stephen Harper (right).

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Determining Cause and Eff ect Why 

do you think world leaders meet to 

conduct foreign policy?

  public policy  the decisions and 

actions a government takes to solve 

problems in the community

72 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Levels of Government 
The United States has a 
federal system of government. 
This means that government 
power is divided between 
the federal, or national, 
government and the states. 
In addition, local governments   
serve towns, cities, and 
counties. 
 The national government 
has the highest level of 
authority over its citizens. 
It makes and enforces laws 
for the entire country. A state 
or local government cannot 
make any laws that would 
go against the laws of the 
national government. The 
national government also sets 
the basic rules for citizenship.
 Each of the 50 states has its own government. These 
governments decide matters for the people of their state. 
States set marriage laws, make rules for schooling, and hold 
elections. They manage public health and safety and build 
roads and bridges. They also have the power to set up local 
governments.
 Local governments can be found in counties, cities, and 
towns. They are the level of government closest to citizens. 
They provide schools, police and fi re departments, emergency 
medical services, and local courts. They perform public services 
such as providing outdoor lighting and removing snow from 
streets. Like the states, local governments cannot take actions 
that go against the laws or authority of the national government.

PROGRESS CHECK

Identifying How do governments keep order in society?

The Types of Government 
GUIDING QUESTION What are the types of government?

Do you belong to a club or take part in student government? 
How do these groups make decisions? How do you and your 
friends or family make decisions? These groups may have 
different ways of governing themselves. Nations, too, have 
different forms of government.  

Local governments help ensure that roads 
are maintained properly.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Drawing Conclusions How do services 

such as maintaining roads help our society 

function more smoothly? 

Lesson 4 73

SS.7.C.3.1 Compare different forms of 

government (direct democracy, 

representative democracy, socialism, 

communism, monarchy, oligarchy, 

autocracy).

SS.7.C.3.2 Compare parliamentary, federal, 

confederal and unitary systems of government.

LA.7.1.6.1 The student will use new 

vocabulary that is introduced and taught 

directly.

NGSSS covered in 

“The Types of Government”
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LIMITED GOVERNMENT

CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT

FREE, FAIR, AND COMPETITIVE 
ELECTIONS

MAJORITY RULE

RULE OF LAW

Government is not all-powerful. It may do only those things 

that the people have given it the power to do.

All people, including those who govern, are bound by the law.

American citizens are the source of all government power.

In American democracy, individual rights are protected 

by government.

People elect government leaders to make the laws and govern 

on their behalf.

Every citizen’s vote has equal value. They choose between 

candidates and parties. They vote by secret ballot free 

from government interference.

A majority of the members of a community has the power to 

make laws binding upon all the people.

 representative 
 democracy  a government in 

which citizens choose a smaller 

group to govern on their behalf

  constitutional monarchy  
monarchy in which the power of 

the hereditary ruler is limited by 

the country’s constitution and laws

 Democratic Government 
Democracy began in the ancient Greek city of Athens more than 
2,500 years ago. Athens had a direct democracy. All citizens met 
to discuss government matters and voted to decide what to do. 
 Today nations have large areas and many people. As a result, 
direct democracy is not practical. Instead, many countries that 
want a democratic government choose to have a representative 
democracy ( reh•pree•ZEHN•tuh•tihv dih•MAH•kruh•see). 
In this kind of democracy, citizens choose a group of people 
to represent them, make laws, and govern on their behalf. The 
United States has this form of government. It is the world’s 
oldest representative democracy.
  There are two kinds of representative democracies. Some, 
like the United States, are republics. In republics, citizens 
have a role in choosing the person who will be the head of the 
government or the head of state. In the United States and in 
many other republics, that leader is called the president. The 
second kind of representative democracy is a constitutional 
monarchy ( kahn •stuh•TOO•shnuhl MAH•nuhr•kee).  The 
word monarchy describes a government with a hereditary ruler. 
A royal fi gure such as a king or queen inherits this position. In 
most European countries with monarchs today, the power of 
this hereditary ruler is limited by the country’s constitution. For 
that reason, they are called constitutional monarchies.

My Readingeading HELPDESKDESKMy Readingeading HELPDESKDESKMy Readingeading HELPDESKDESK

The seven principles that 
underlie American democracy 
reflect American values.

 CRITICAL THINKING
 Explaining Use your own 

words to explain what is 

meant by “free, fair, and 

competitive elections.”

 Making Inferences How is 

the principle of limited 

government related to the 

principle of individual rights?    

1

2

 PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY CHART SKILLS 

Readingeading HELPDESKDESK

 Write a Blog Entry
 Many Americans express their 
views on public issues and other 
matters by writing blog entries. 
Th ese posts are like mini-essays. 
Th ey use thoughtful, lively 
writing to state an idea and 
support it with strong reasons 
and examples. Choose one of the 
seven principles of American 
democracy from the chart. Write 
a blog entry identifying and 
explaining why you think the 
principle is important. 
Remember to make your entry 
lively and well reasoned.

21st Century
SKILLS

 majority rule  political principle 

providing that a majority of the members 

of a community has the power to make 

laws binding upon all the people 

 Academic Vocabulary

regime a government 

that is in power
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Leaders are chosen in

free and fair elections.

Democracy
(including republic,

constitutional monarchy)

Rulers inherit their

positions or take power

by force.

The government is

limited in power by the

constitution and laws;

citizens’ rights and

freedoms are protected.

Rulers have unlimited

power; the government

may impose an official

ideology and control all

aspects of political,

economic, and civic life.

The government relies

on the rule of law.

The government relies

on state control of the

media, propaganda,

military or police power,

and terror.

Multiple parties

compete for power.

Power lies with a

single party.

Authoritarianism
(including absolute

monarchy, dictatorship,
and totalitarianism)

SELECTION OF
LEADERS

EXTENT OF
GOVERNMENT POWER

MEANS OF
ENSURING OBEDIENCE

POLITICAL PARTIES

 In a modern constitutional monarchy, the monarch 
has a limited role that is often just ceremonial. Voters elect 
representatives to sit in a lawmaking body. The representatives 
choose a prime minister to head the government.
 Democracy works on the principle of majority rule. This 
principle means that a majority, or more than half, of the 
members of a community has the power to make laws that 
everyone in the community must follow. Under this principle, 
citizens agree to abide by what more than half the people 
want. At the same time, members of the minority keep all their 
basic rights as citizens. In a democracy, ruling majorities are 
determined through free and fair elections in which candidates 
from two or more political parties vie for the voters’ approval.

Authoritarian Government
In democratic regimes, the people rule. In authoritarian 
regimes (aw• thahr•uh•TEHR•ee•uhn  ray•ZHEEMZ), power 
is held by a person or a group not accountable to the people. 
 Until about the 1600s, most monarchs could rule as they 
wished. With unlimited power, they were absolute monarchs in 
a form of government called an autocracy. Today, there are few 
absolute monarchs. In the Middle East, the king of Saudi Arabia 
and the emir of Qatar might still be seen as absolute monarchs. 
Their power is offi cially without limits. Their decisions are 
supposed to follow Islamic law, however.

 COMPARING DEMOCRATIC AND AUTHORITARIAN SYSTEMS

Diff erences in four key areas reveal the 
fundamental diff erences between 
democracies and authoritarian 
governments.

 CRITICAL THINKING
 Analyzing Visuals What kind of a 

government can a monarchy be?

 Making Inferences Sometimes 

authoritarian governments stage 

elections. Do you think they would be free 

and fair? Why or why not?

1
2

CHART SKILLS
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Readingeading HELPDESKDESK

 authoritarian regime  
a government in which one 

leader or group of people holds 

absolute power

 Another form of authoritarian government is a dictatorship. 
Dictators, like absolute monarchs, exercise complete control 
over the state. Dictators often come to power by the use of 
force. They overthrow an existing government and seize power. 
Sometimes, when a serious situation demands a strong leader, 
government offi cials may welcome rule by a dictator.
 Once they have power, though, dictators rarely give it up. 
To stay in power, most dictators rely on the police and the 
military. They often refuse to hold elections. When they do 
allow elections, they usually take steps to make the result suit 
them. If it does not, they may ignore the voters’ choice.
 In a dictatorship, people do not have freedom. They can be 
jailed for criticizing the government and are forbidden from 
forming opposition groups. Scores of dictators have ruled 
throughout history. Modern dictatorships include North Korea 
and Turkmenistan.
 Many dictators force their people to accept totalitarian 
(toh• ta•luh•TEHR•ee•uhn) rule. In a totalitarian state, 
the government controls almost all aspects of people’s lives. 
Totalitarian leaders ban any efforts to oppose them. They take 
away individual freedom, telling people what they can believe 
and what groups they may join. These rulers often have an 
ideology ( eye•dee•AH•luh•jee), or a strict idea about life and 
society. To force the people to obey this ideology, totalitarian 
leaders control the media, and they often rely on scare tactics 
and violence.

Some totalitarian states practice the system of socialism. In a 
socialist state, society controls all aspects of the economy, either 
directly or indirectly through the government. The government, 

rather than private owners, decides what items 
industries will produce and what jobs workers 
will have. Under socialism it was hoped that a 
nation’s wealth would be more evenly divided 
among its citizens. This, however, was not the 
case in totalitarian states.
 Three infamous totalitarian regimes arose in 
the 1920s and 1930s. They were Nazi Germany 
under Adolf Hitler, Fascist Italy under Benito 
Mussolini, and the Soviet Union under 
Joseph Stalin. Today the nations of Cuba, 
North Korea, and Myanmar are thought to be 
totalitarian states.

 totalitarian  describes a 

system in which government 

control extends to almost all 

aspects of people’s lives

 ideology  a body of 

ideas about life and society 

Cuba’s Fidel Castro seized power in 
1959, when he and his supporters 
overthrew Cuba’s existing 
government. Castro ruled Cuba until 
he stepped down from power in 2008 
due to ill health. That year, he was 
replaced by his brother.

▲

 CRITICAL THINKING
Making Inferences Based on this 

information about how Castro obtained 

and held power, what kind of 

government do you think Cuba had 

under him? Why?

 socialism  system in which society, 

either directly or indirectly through the 

government, controls all aspects of the 

economy

76 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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Review Vocabulary 

1. How does representative democracy diff er from 

direct democracy?

2. What is the role of majority rule?

 Answer the Guiding Questions

3.  Identifying What types of services does our 
government provide at the national, state, and local 

levels? 

4.  Contrasting Which principles of democracy are 

not followed in an authoritarian state? Explain why.

5. Comparing How are federal and unitary systems 

of government diff erent? Explain.

6.  EXPOSITORY WRITING In a short essay, explain 

how the ideology of a totalitarian regime diff ers 

from that of a democratic regime.

LESSON 4 REVIEWREVIEW

 Authoritarian governments have also included oligarchies 
and theocracies. An oligarchy is a form of government in which 
a small group of people holds power. Often, such power was 
based on wealth. Most, but not all, oligarchies have been viewed 
as authoritarian. A government that is ruled by religious leaders 
is a theocracy. In such a government, religious law is the basis of 
all of society’s laws. Often, religious law is absolute and forced 
upon all of a nation’s citizens.

Systems of Government 
Nations also differ in their systems of government and how power 
is shared or not shared among various levels of government. The 
United States has a federal system of government. In a federal 
system, power is divided among a central, national government 
and smaller self-governing political units such as states. The 
central government cannot dissolve or take power from the 
smaller units. Germany, Brazil, and India are other countries 
that have federal systems of government.
 Most nations do not divide governmental power in this way. 
They have unitary systems of government. In a unitary system, the 
central government is supreme. It may create smaller administrative 
units to carry out some of its functions. But those smaller units 
are not protected by a constitution. The central government can 
dissolve them or reallocate their powers as it sees fi t. France, 
Japan, and Great Britain have unitary systems of government. 
 The United States did not always have a federal system 
of government. When it achieved its independence, it was 
governed under a confederal system of government. A 
confederal system consists of member states that have agreed to 
join together voluntarily. The states or nations create a common 
body to carry out certain functions, but they retain their powers.

PROGRESS CHECK

Comparing and Contrasting How does an absolute monarchy diff er from a 
constitutional monarchy?

Lesson 4 77
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No Religion

15%

Hindu 0.3%

Buddhist 0.5%

Muslim 0.6%

Jewish 1.2%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2011.

Other Religion/No Answer
6.8%

Protestant

50.6%

Catholic

25%

Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Activities

1 Writing Activity

EXPLORING THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION

What is a citizen?

 Write a paragraph describing what it means to be a citizen of the United States.

2 21st Century Skills

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS Think about some ways to improve your 

community. Your community can include your school, your neighborhood, or the 

whole town or city. Use local news sources, such as newspapers, newsletters, and the 

Internet, to identify problems in your community. Then with a group of friends, 

brainstorm possible solutions. On your own, choose the problem you think is the most 

important one to solve. Write a paragraph explaining what the problem is and which 

solution you think will work best. Explain why you think that is the best solution.

3 Being an Active Citizen

There are many ways to be an active citizen. People do not always think their 

contribution matters, though. Write a 30-second public service announcement (PSA) 

aimed at convincing people to be active and responsible citizens. Try to be as persuasive 

as you can be. Deliver your PSA to the rest of the class.

4 Understanding Visuals

 Study the circle graph. 

Then, in one or two 

sentences, describe the 

religious diversity of the 

United States.  

RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY IN THE UNITED STATES

78 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments.
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Assessment

REVIEW THE GUIDING QUESTIONS 
Directions: Choose the best answer for each question.

1  Which areas are the main sources of immigration to the 
United States today?

 A. Africa and the Pacifi c Islands
 B. western and northern Europe
 C. Asia and North America 
 D. southern and eastern Europe

2   Naturalization is a legal process to obtain

 F. a birth certifi cate.
 G. citizenship.
 H. residency.
 I. a work permit.

3 Which describes a resident alien?

 A. a legal alien who has made residence in the United States permanent
 B. a foreigner who expects to stay in the United States for a short period
 C. someone with full political rights
 D. someone who is a refugee

4  Which of the following is a duty of citizenship?

 F. being informed and voting
 G. respecting differences of opinion and ways of life
 H. participating in the community
 I. obeying the law

5   In the United Kingdom, the king or queen presides over ceremonies, but 
elected offi cials run the government. What type of government does the 
United Kingdom have?

 A. absolute monarchy
 B. constitutional monarchy
 C. dictatorship
 D. republic

6  Authoritarian governments 

 F. protect the rights of individuals.
 G. derive power from the people.
 H. have all been replaced by democratic governments.
 I. often rely on propaganda, military power, and terror.

Chapter Activities and Assessment 79

CHAPTER 3

NGSSS assessed in 

Chapter 3 Activities

SS.7.C.2.1 Defi ne the term “citizen,” and 

identify legal means of becoming a United 

States citizen.

SS.7.C.2.3 Experience the 

responsibilities of citizens at the local, 

state, or federal levels.

SS.7.G.4.1 Use geographic terms and 

tools to explain cultural diff usion 

throughout North America.

 SS.7.C.2.1 Defi ne the term “citizen,” and 

identify legal means of becoming a United 

States citizen.

SS.7.C.2.2 Evaluate the obligations 

citizens have to obey laws, pay taxes, 

defend the nation, and serve on juries.

SS.7.C.2.3 Experience the responsibilities 

of citizens at the local, state, or federal 

levels.

SS.7.C.3.1 Compare diff erent forms of 

government (direct democracy, 

representative democracy, socialism, 

communism, monarchy, oligarchy, 

autocracy).

SS.7.G.4.1 Use geographic terms and 

tools to explain cultural diff usion 

throughout North America.

LA.7.1.6.2 The student will listen to, 

read, and discuss familiar and conceptually 

challenging text.

 NGSSS assessed in 

Chapter 3 Assessment

SS.7.G.4.1

SS.7.C.2.1

SS.7.C.2.1

SS.7.C.2.2

SS.7.C.3.1

SS.7.C.3.1
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(continued)Assessment

Need Extra Help?

DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTIONS

Directions: Analyze the excerpt and answer the questions that follow.

A home owner talks about volunteers after a fi re destroyed her community.

“ We needed their youthful hope, energy, and optimism as much as we 
needed their strong, physical help. As I looked up from down in the rubble 
and saw these AmeriCorps kids’ faces . . . they reminded me . . . of all that 
can be accomplished . . . when we are willing to use our hands and hearts 
and minds in creative caring and generosity—together.”

—Margaret Nes, New Mexico, 2010

7 Identifying the Main Idea Which states the main idea of this passage?
A. The AmeriCorps volunteers showed a belief in civic responsibility.

 B. The AmeriCorps volunteers were fulfi lling a civic duty.
 C. The AmeriCorps volunteers were too young to help.
 D. The AmeriCorps volunteers worked by majority rule.

8 Analyzing Which statement does the passage support?

 F. Only the young can perform hard physical labor.
 G. The government is not doing its job.
 H. A lot can be accomplished when people work together.
 I. Most young people only talk about helping.

SHORT RESPONSE
“ I . . . declare . . . that I will support and defend the Constitution and laws 

of the United States . . . against all enemies, foreign and domestic; [and] 
that I will bear arms on behalf of the United States when required by law.”

—Oath of Citizenship 

9 Explain why you think people who are about to become citizens must take 
this oath. 

10  Do you think people who are citizens by birth should have to take an oath 
like this also? Why or why not?

EXTENDED RESPONSE

11 Expository Writing By 1920 millions of Americans, representing a wide 
variety of cultures, had migrated from rural areas to cities. How do you 
think this affected their individual cultures and that of the United States 
in general?  

DBQ

If You’ve Missed Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Review Lesson 1 2 2 3 4 4 3 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1

80 Americans, Citizenship, and Governments
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